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Make sure you follow all the requirements set down by MBIE necessary

as part of being an essential worker. Go to:·        

The most important thing is to focus on not stressing your turf. Don’t remove all

the green tissue by scalping greens in order to get back to pre-lockdown heights

straight away – if you do, you will get a major growth check and risk thinning and

loss of cover. Also, in the cooler areas of the country, recovery time is reduced at

this time of the year, so you need to be careful.

 

You have time on your side – there is still the better part of a week or so before

Level 4 is scheduled to change to Level 3 and the restrictions for this may have an

impact. There is no need to panic.
 
Recommended process:

Getting the turf back to standard

Take time to measure height of grass on greens – use a ruler / tape measure

and press into the ground and measure the height of the leaves. At this stage it

is unlikely to be more than about 15mm high.

1. 

Do not scalp – if there is any sign of scalping, raise the height of cut.

Ideally mow when dry.

Empty catchers frequently especially if mowing when the grass is wet.

Apply the 1/3 rule.

If 15mm: Initial cut at 10mm

2. 

A systemic fungicide is recommended initially as you will be mowing grass

regularly and removing a lot of leaf area. Because of the longer than normal

grass and unless otherwise stated on the label, it is recommended that the

water rate be increased to 800 litres/ha.

3. 

Greens
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Wait for regrowth before lowering the height of cut again – specifically you are

looking for new emerging leaf tips below the new height of cut. That is likely to

take several days (5 or 6 days).

4. 

In the interim, continue to mow at the new height once every two or three days

– there is no need to overdo it – note rules state – the least amount of work

necessary should be undertaken.

5. 
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When ready, lower height of cut, once again using the 1/3 rule.  

If 15mm: Initial cut at 10mm, next cut at 7mm

6. 

Wait for regrowth and then lower again once again using the 1/3 rule.  

If 15mm: Initial cut at 10mm, next cut at 7mm, next cut at 4.5mm

7. 

First cut from

15mm to 10mm

Lower height of

cut from 10mm

to 7mm

Lower height of

cut from 7mm

to 4.5mm

Wait 

5 days

Wait 

5 days
10 days elapsed,

adjust further to

lower height of

cut as required

In these areas using the 1/3 rule can probably be stretched to the 1/2 rule so long

as you are not scalping but still instead cutting into green leaf tissue so that the

mown area looks green afterwards – not brown / straw coloured due to cutting

into the leaf sheath / stem.

 

If these areas are 34mm high, applying the 1/2 rule would see you cut at 17mm. 

 

While this may be higher than normal, we would say that tees and aprons cut at

around this height will provide a suitable playing surface. Hence if you lower to

this height quickly and then gradually lower from there, normal play will be

possible from the earliest opportunity.

Green aprons and tees
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The amount of grass present on fairways will depend on:

 

Fairways
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Moisture status – many parts of NZ are just coming out of a drought and

there is minimal growth occurring on fairways at present. Literally no

maintenance will be required during this period.

Conversely fairways with adequate moisture will be actively growing and

based on present NZSTI data the grass will be 25 – 60mm in length.

Grass type – ryegrass and Kikuyu have greater growth potential than couch

or browntop at present.

The same principles as discussed for tees and surrounds apply. The major

challenge will be where the grass length is above about 30mm and cannot be

easily controlled with reel mowers.
 
Given that you have time, the logical approach in this situation will be, at least

for the first couple of cuts, to use a rotary mower.
 
The big issue will be the volume of clippings that could be created.

Consequently, if you can’t remove the clippings, the 1/3 rule should apply.

Additionally, before further lowering the height of cut, the major consideration

will be the amount of clippings present;

The big issue on these areas will be clippings – it will be important to collect

and remove. To this end, it may be best to do the initial cut with rotary mower

and catcher so that the clippings can be easily removed. Alternatively cut and

then rake or blow the clippings off (dry cut preferable)

If lots – maintain height until clipping volume reduces and is easily

dispersed within the turf canopy.

If minimal – mowing height can be reduced.

Rough

Within the confines of essential maintenance on the course during this period,

the rough is probably low down in priority compared to the above areas.

 

But when mowing is commenced the clippings will be an issue in some parts

of the country. An option would be to raise the rough height initially (to reduce

clippings) and then lower down by small height increments over time. 
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